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. COMI NG SOON THESONY I CF-S5W

Gerry Thomas Armand DiFilippo

SONYbegantest marketing a newradio in the NewYorkCity area in Mayof 1980and,
from what we've been able to learn (from company-released information), this radio appears
to have been designed with the BCBDX'er in mind! Yes, you read right. This radio not
only appears (on paper, at least) to have the potential to be a great BCBOXmachine,
but one that actually encourages the casual purchaser to listen to distant stations (and,
hopefully, become an inveterate OX'er like the rest of us, hi!). It accomplishes this
latter deed by the use of a unique "Zone Selector Dial" which, in essence, is a station
log broken downinto 10 geographical areas. The way it apparently works is n- First,
you identify your geograDhica1 zone, then'the "Zone Dial Area Selector" is rotated until
the selected zone appears on the dial scale; now, across the dial there appears a listing
of the stations (at their proper frequency positions) which should be audible in your
area. Pretty neat, huh?

The cleverness of the Zone Dial Selector notwithstanding, though, the SONYICF-SSW
will be of little value to the DX'er if its performance doesn't measure up. Because the
ICF-SSWhas not been officially released (it is due out nationally in early 1981), only
speculations about performance,based on SONYliterature, can be madeat the present
time, so here goes.

First, the hard data. The ICF-SSWis an AM/FMradio weighing 2 1bs. 9 oz. (with bat-
teries) and measuring 6-3/8"H x 8-13/16"W x 2-5/16"0. It is powered by either
three C-cells, an external ACadaptor (optional), or 12 VDC(with optional adaptor) and
uses a dynamic 4" speaker housed in its dark grey cabinet. Semiconductor complement in-
cludes 12 transistors, nine diodes, three FET's (yep, an FETfront-end), and five LED's.
The antenna system is comprised of a telescoping whip and external antenna terminal for
FMand an "oversized ferrite bar" for AM. There is also mention of a 4-e1ement ceramic
filter which, presumably, is an FMsection component. Somewhatsurprisingly, there is
an RFgain control in the form of a "Local/OX" switch which is operative on the AMband.
Other features n- "3 LEDindicators (which) show optimumtuninq;" a conti nuous1y vari-
able tone control; and a detachable carrying strap.

The brochure describes performance in the followinq manner --- "The ICF-SSW offers
outstanding sensitivity and selectivity which means better reception of weak, hard-to-
tune signals and clean, clear reception in crowded dial areas." The June, 1980 issue
of ConsumerElectronics also spoke highly of the ICF-SSWs selectivity. WeOX'ers,
however, have standards of performance somewhatmore stringent than the average con-
sumer, so a thorough test of the unit is what is really required.

Someclosing observations might be useful. In the SONYliterature, no mentionis
made of whether the front-end is tuned or un-tuned (i.e., Is the ICF-SSWa "TRF"?).
In reference to the dial, the tuning scale includes not only the "Zone Selector" fea-
ture but also a linear numerical scale (i .e., no bunching of frequencies on the high
end!); the resolution of the scale could not be determined from the illustration, how-
ever. On the selectivity issue, it appears that IF amplification is accomplished
through individual transistors so the emitter by-pass capacitor substitution modifica-
tion could be readily applicable here. Finally, the operational life of the three
C-cells is a question mark.

I guess this is where it is going to have to rest until someonecan get their hands
on one for a proper performance evaluation. We're told that the ICF-SSWwill be (is
now?) available from 47th Street Photo, Inc., 67 West 47th St., NY, NY10036 at a dis-
counted price of $58.50 (list price, by the way, is $74.95). A brochure on the ICF-
SSWcan be obtained by writing to Joan Bardong, ConsumerRelations, SONYCorp. of
America, 47-47 Van DamSt., Long 1s1and City, NY11101.

73's and Best of OX!
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THE SONY ICF-S5W
A Side by Side Coaparison with the Realistic TRF '" the GE Superadio

by Hark Connelly -30 Willia.a Road -Billerica, HA 01821

AS part of a recent aa.rketing effort, Sony Corporation lllade ICFS5Wportable Al4/w.
radios available to selected DXers for a one-aonth trial evaluation. I vas lucky
enouFh to be chosen as one of the DXere involved in this project.

Before I plUOllS into the lla.in bocty of this article, a thorou@h coapa.rative stOOy
of perforaance of the ICFS5V veraW! that of the Realistic TRF (1112-655) anct that of the
GJi: Superadio (#1-28808), I would advise the reader to refer to the article "Coaing Soon -
the Sony ICFS5W" b)' Gerry 'IbOIlafi anct Aftand DiFilippo. 'Ibis article appears in !]I( He....

.- 5 JAN 1981, pallS 24 anct in DXIIoftitor. 2:7 lEe 1980, pallS 16. 'Ibe 'Iboaaa/UiFilipP;;--
article pives a rather coaplete physical description of Sony's latest ortering, so there
is no reason to repeat it all here. We shall i..ee!iately proceee! to the results of
"hands-on" teeting which addresses the follovingl I -Sensitivity II- Selectivity
III - Spurious Responses (Strong Signal Handling) IV-Auctio Quality V- Operation
with External Aerials VI- Abilit)' to Kull Cueing internal rod antenna)
VII- Frequency-readout Accuracy VIII- Special Features rx-Suggested IIodif1cations
or Entineering Change Orders (" Proposed ECO's") x. FIt Perforaance Evaluation
XI- Coaclusions/Overviev.

I - STRAIGHTSENSITIVITYI '1be daytiae groundwave ai~la of stations juctpd to be weak
here in Billerica, HA (about 2~1./32ka. KWof Boston) vere checked I the.. statioDB t&Jut
in 18 channels throu@hout. the All bancI. In addition to the ICFS5w. a stock TRF. & TRF
aodified for i.prom selectivity a: hoproved external aerial psrforaa.nce. and the GE
Superadiol the eain !]I( receiver, a 1iaJular1und HQl80A. fed by aD SM2 loop was usee! as
an additional sensitivity reference. All stations used a.re over land routes.

ICFS5V Stock TRF lIodified TRF Superadio ~SII2

S-7t
eood

\/ICC-600. lkW.
BridllSport, CT

"LBZ-620, 5kW.
Bangor. ME

fair/good poor poor fair

"JB-760, 5Okl/.
Detroit. HI

"ABc-no. .5OkW.
New York, KT

WNYC-830, 1kW.
New York, KT

W!CQ-9l0, 5 kW.
Ne" Britain. CT
(o/WABI MESAIl)

WINS-laiD. 5OkW.
New York, KT

jj](DR-lO70, 1kW.
PlattsburFh, KT

WIILI-llOO, lOkW.
Heapetead, LI. KT

WNEW-llJO, 5OkW.
Kew York, KT

VllAK-ll80. 50kW.
Rochester, KT

WCAU-1210, 5OkW.
Rliladelpbia, PI.

WlCE-1290, .5 kll.
Providence, HI

poor poor poor poor
5-%fair-good(0 55 WIlT YT)

nil carrier in noise nil nil 5-5 /poor.
noisy

good good fair fair S-9/good

in noise/ M@h hi../
5-7/fairpoor in noise nil nil

fair no good I poor/fair poor 5-9/good
faint. ZX4.55spur bad Ill' SpUr sl1/d1t Ill' SpUr

Sj{ goodfair/good good fair/good fair (0 S5 WCNLKH)

in noise/
S-6f/poor.noiaypoor in noise nil nil

in noise/
poor in noise nil in WILDslop S-8Yfair

poor/fair fair fair poor SlO/xlnt.

carrier in
nil nil nil nil I/JIIQ/WKOXslop

5-5 to 5-6
nil in noi88 In noi88 nil poor-fair,noi8y

good good good fair S9+ 5
very good
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I -SEKSITIVITI TESTI1IG(continued)

The ICFS5V had a sUfht sensitivity ed@'! over the stock TRF on the bottoa and top
encia of the band (520-650 kHz.. 145Q-162OkHz.). The stock TRY had a very sU@ht ed@'!
over the ICFS5W in aid-band (950-1200 kHz.). 'lbe (tranefllter) aod1fied TRF exhi~ited
a consistent .5 dB lover gain than the stock TRF. 'lbe Superadio had a fairly hifh noise
fioor that covered really weak slPJl&ls ..ith hiss: ita perforaance was inferior to the
three other portables, althoU8h only by a sU@ht aarnn.

II -SEIECTIVITI

~~: Do_stic stations

'1'he ICFS5W, stock TRY, TRY w/tranafllter sod.. .. the Superadio were tested on one
separation of 20 kHz. and six separationa of 10 kHz. The slop produced by a nven stroDe'
local ap,inet a desired weaker adjacent signal was f&u@'!don each receiver. Steady
daJt1ae ,roundwave eijlJla1s were used for all testa. Each receive!: W&8phyaica11y oriented
such that ite loops tick aatenna. produced the 8a.Xlaua pickup in the direction of the weak
(desired) statioo. ASSSSSIlEliTOF IllTEEIFEREKCE

Desired Station VS. Adjacent Slop. ICFS5V Stock TRI' Modified TRY S radi
tuned in - -- ~J!Sin.e: Local ups 0

The ICFS5V seen to have a selectivity on lo-kHz. doustic separations sl1ghtlJ
better than that of all unaodified Realistic TRF (12-6.5.5). ICFS.5" do.stic selectivit1,
however, is not a.s tight &8 that of a TRF aod1fied with the a.idHion of the Vernitron
transfilter. The GE Superadio is a hair lese selective than the ICFS.5Vor either of theTRY'a.

~~: Foreien statione / splita ot 5 kHz. or leu

Of course, the aoditie4 TRY (with tranatilter) perforaed the best. The stock TRY
had a slight edre over the ICFS.5V. The Superadio ran a poor fourth, unable to satis-
factorily slice L&Apnbertt-1593 avq froa W'iQV-l.590even though 1.593 was on11 10 dB
Raker than 1.590. On a .5-kHs. split eituations with the split equal in strength to

2
the adjacent 1Q-kHz.-channe1 stations (e. g. sunset receptions of LBka.r-76.5. Surinaa-72.5,
St.Kitts-825,dtAnti!'U&- 116.5), all portables deliver acceptable reception. In the case
of CaYJWt Is1ands-15.5.5, nomally hea:rd .id-evenin~ about 10 dB weaker than CBE-1.5.50..
20 dB or Bore weaker than WQXB-l.560, the Superadio drope by the wa,yaide in teras ot
selectivity adequacy. The stock TRF SholfB a selectivity decline on the top ! bottoa
ends of the band, thia i8 aaalOlQUB to ite coaparab1e sensitivit1 degradation on the
extreees of the dial --both sees to result froB coapro.ises in factory alie:n.uent needed
to @'!t re1ative11 flat sensitivity acrosa the greater spread of the dial.

III -SPURIOUS SIGNAL IES.ooNSE CHARACTERISTICS

Each radio was caref'ul1y checked for an:r signals appea.rin~ in the -wrong places- on
the dial. The writer baa one extre..11 strong local, WRKo-68o5Ok1l.)ai./.5ka. distant,
:lnd nWleroua other locals of considerably lower strength butstill of urbaa quality level,
Results of the spur-test, receiver by receiver, Collo..:

(Stock) Strong 214.5.5 - 910 .. )X45.5 = 1)60/1)70 IF Ha.raonics
(lIodif1ed) Slight" - .. : - .. -

NO OTHERSfURIOUBSIGNALSNOTEDON 'far

(VXK3-14)0) - (214.5.5) = .520 iaage at fair 8trength
(Urs-l.510)- (214.5.5): 600 Blight ill&ge noted &8 variable-pitch squeal

agalnat VICC-600
(:JIITH-1.5.50)- (214.5.5).; 610 oo1y audible in 10w-aensitivity position

USING LOW-SE.'iSITIVITI .ooSITIOII CAUSESSIQIIIFIC.o.Im.Y STII)IICERIJIAGES.

(WRKo-680) X2 : 1)60 interna11,-generated ha.raonic strong io 10w-eensitiv!ty
position, not audib1s in noraal (high) sensitivity position

(IIEK0-680) + (IIH!JI-8.50) =1.5)0 internally-generated aLx spur DOted at f&1r. level 0011 in 10w-sensitivit1 position.
MISC. - occasional tracea ot short"ave-frequenc1 1eakthroUgh included RTTY

& SSB signals which appeared a8 weak "a.riab1e-pitch aqueala against
Al'I-IIV-BCBstations. Thie ilrGb1ea was judgwd to be Jdoor, thoqh.

'10 SfUR> NOTED

.iIUl!!!Uc TRY

ICFS5W

:.1; SU!£)!AJIO

IV -AUDIOQUALITI

The GE Superadio NaB best both in tens of fidelity and output level achievable.
The bil' speaker &ftd the separate bass! treble controla sake the difference. The audio
froB the ICFS.511is very FOod tor the size of the receiver: fidelit1 is far superior to
that of the Realistic TRYwhich ia of coeparable pbJsical diaens!ona. The ICFS.5\I's
slnl'le high/low tone control slide-pot is adequate, although separate controls would
have been preferable. The Realistic 'fRF has the poorest audIo quality of the portables
dlecussed here. The tone .. voluae slide-pots pt noisy very quicklJ: the ICFS.511
also is equipped with slide-pote. Itwould take a :rear or eo of constant USe to
deterains if the slide-pote in the ICFS.5Vdeveloped the saae ooise probleaa as tho..
in the TRF.

V - PERFORIWICE WITH EX'l'EIINAL AERIALS

The ICFS.5V, the TRY, and the GE Superadio all have provisions for external aatenna
connections for iaproving AI( reception io -weak signa.]. areaa-. The al'oreaentioned
-sodif1ed 'fR>"'was aoditied for an iaproved external anteua operation &8 well as for
better se1ectivlty. Briefly, this aodif1catlon entailed reaovlng the 10w-eide lead
(of the coupUn@, coil on the ferrite rodadjacent to the aain antenna coil on the rod)
froB the t\U1ing capacitor where it was joined to the lead,oin~ to the high eide of the
couplin,. coHo Thla low Bide lead ..as then routed to real circuit ground throu@h a JJ:-
blocking capacitor of approxiaatel1 .01~. To iaprOY8 perfOr8anCB further, a fe.. eon
turns wen wound onto the coupling coil. The aodif1ed TRY totallJ outdid the other
receivers when a sin e win aarlalwas connected with no undo This is the DOreal
-In the field 8 e 0 operation when the receiver s be g u&ed outdoors a..a1 froB a
convenient ,roundinl' point. On a typical beach or aountain DXpeditioo, a 10ngw1re is
haphazardly stretched out and the DlCer site in hie car or under a tree. The chassis
of the car or a slaple ground spike is ineffective at best, ao it 18 advisable to have
all external aJltenna. input that provides real signal enhaDceMot, even ..ith a 20a/6.5ft.
short..ire antenna. .. DO ground connection. 1.11 portables except the aodified TRF {ell
c10WDflat on the job when DO ground wa.a available.

ICFS5W Stock TRY Modified TRF Superadio HQ,180A/S/IZ

IIPLK-1)90, 5/(11. fair/,ood Cair Cair fair S9+10/xlnt.
PlJllOuth, IIA sose WLLIIslop ..."Ub1e GU@ht but o/IICAT

IILlJ! WLlJ! slop bad IILLH

IIFIF-1SOO, 10kll. too IlUch
II1lfo:rd, CT nil nil nil IlllAV/IlITS S-7/poor

slop 80" lilTS slop

IIDJZ-1.5)O, l<1tV., CT nil nil nil nil to S-7
over/VIJIler fair/even Jdx
VRXV-1.5)O, 11d1., ME

wQXB-l560, 5Ok1l. too auch too auch
Ne.. Yom, NY poor 1iJI'l1f nil 1iJI'l1f s-aYfair

VYFA-1.580, lOkV.
Patchog\88, LI, NY in noise nil nil nil S-8/poor,noisy

I/NYC-8)ONY WHIJI-8.50 IIA soderate no \LRM no QIIII sll@ht
ticks ticks

IITAG-.580IIA IlEEI-.590 IIA no so- audible very sll,JIt very sUpht
WEEI ticks ticks

IIGF IIA WII)1.-9.50IIA no QIIII no Q.RM DO Q.RM audible WOOL
kUHn" 940:

VYNO ME IICAP-960 IIA sli@ht Q.RM aoderate to very sU@ht '710 lposslb1el
heaV)' ticks tick8 heavy WCAP\LRM- ... w/clea.r - Audio

ilAJIA-1)20 IIA VDLII-1)JO JIA aoderate to lIOderate eli@ht to clear VDLII
heaYJ ticks to heaYJ aoderate ticks audio totally

ticks ,but killing 1)20.

IIOKII-1410IIA VIJ.Jl-l400 IIA
1320 still clear

sli@ht aoderate DO Q.RM aoderate to

1l.ooE-1520 IIA
ticks ticks he ticks

IIITS-1510 IIA alight to audib1s aodarate Vrnr--
aoderate VITS ticks ticks

ticks equa.1to
1520 audilevel
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Providin,. both a J7a!122ft. longvire and a good water-pipe/mains ground gave
readily perceptible i8proveaents on weak stations on all portables testedl however,
each receiver had idiosyncracies of pertol'llallce outlined belowl

Changes noted between pertoraance with internal rod only and pertonance with J7m
external 10nl"'ire '" a l'1'Ound connected.

~I Fair improve_nt , but receiver could not handle the overloading by WRXo-68o,
~50, WCAF-980, IIBl-IOJO, and IIDLW-IJJO. Spurs and squeals popped up ~cross the dial.

GE SuPBradio: Good improve-nt on the l2!!!!: frequencies, but very little improve_nt
on the hilz:her frequencies. 110 spurs were introduced, fortunately.

Stock THYI Good iaproveaent, but soae shortwave spurs were introduced. 1bese inclll1ed
R'lTI', SSB, CII, and international SIIBCsignals. (When either the ICFS511or the stock
!!!!:was used with & longwire '" no l'1'Ound, shortwave iaages/spun were very objectionable.)

Modif'1ed THYI Excellent i8provement I spurs '" overload probleu negligible at this QTIL
Ferforaance with the longvhe connected and the @%'Ounddisconnected was only sli@btly
less than when both aerial '" @%'Oundwere provided.

When a IIorcester SII-2 active ferrite loop was connected to !!:!l of the four radios,
nearly identical improveaente in reception occurred (over no-external-a.ntenna. levels
of pertonaance). In every case, this brought a signal rated "poor" up to a "good"
rating and a sitnal which had been rated "fair" using internal rod only up to
"excellent" when the SII-2 waa connected, turned on, tuned, and properly positioned
for peak si@J\&l pickup. This was the only conditicn for which the external-antenna.
inpute of all four ra4ioa &oted identically.

VI - ADILITY TO HULL

The Sony ICFS511and the BealiBtic THYcould be turned while standing up normally
on a non_tallic surface in such a direction that an undesired groundwave or low-angle
skip station could be nulled down quite successfully. 1be GE Superadio had to be
tilted more frequently to producs nullsl this is especially inconvenient when you
consider the Superadio's bulkiness. It you !»Cwith a Superadio, using an SII-2 loop

(fed into the external antenna. input ports) is hi@bly reco_ended for easier nulling
of "pests".

VII - FREQUEIICY-sETACCURACY/DIALCALIBRATIOI
a. Frequency aarkinge on dial face

ICFS511-5)0 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 IJOO 1400 1500 1600
THY- 54(0) 60(0) 70(0) 80(0) 100(0) 120(0) 140(0) 160(0)

sup;ra;Uo- 55(0) 60(0) 70(0) 80(0) 90(0) 100(0) 120(0) 140(0) 160(0)

b. Dial lenrth: bottom to 8t;{)kHz. 800-1200kHz. 1200kHz. to top ~
ICFS511 - 2.7clI(1-1/16in) J.lI<:a(1-5/16in)J.&m(l} in) 9.<}caO-7/Bin)
.!!!!- 4.lI<:m(1-J/4in) 2.&a(1-1/8in) 2.b(1-1/8in) lacm 0-7/Bin)

Superadio- 7.lI<:m(2-7/81n) 4.2ca(1-5/8in) 4.5ca(1-J/41n)16.1ca(6~n)
c. Accuracy'"total tuningrange

The dial was set as closely as possible by d@bt to the indicated frequency.
An HY j!'8nerator nearby was used to couple a signal (throul!;h the air) to the receiver
under test. The generator drove a digital counter I when the generator signal was
adjusted to be in the centre of the receiver passband, the counter readin@: W&6recorded.

Dial setting, Actual freQuency to which receiver under test IfaSntuned
"eyeballed" ~ Stock THY Modified THY Superadio

(bottoa) 519 514 517 515
600 595 605 60) 60?
800 7'1l 816 8OJ I 806

1000 994 1009 988 1000
1200 1204 1210 1192 1194
1400 1408 1403 lJ89 IJ94
1600 1610 1600 1583 1592
(top) 1650 16J3 1635 1626

VIII - SPECIAL ~ATUIIES

The ICFS511has a drua-dial aechanism which CaD display frequency (AM), or one of
ten "zone dials" indicating SO88 frequencies aDd n_rous clear-channel stations within
that zone. &dio auteurs will reco@11ise the zones as the eaae as those used for US
haa radio call prefixes. Zones only cover the 48 contiguous l1Dited States (no Alaska,
Hawaii, CaIIada, or European-oriented listinge). The zone charts are useful for the
novice !»Cer and the average All listener who occasioDa.lly tunes out.-of-town stations
for sports, etc. The charts aay help draw users of the radio into a @1'8ater involveaent
with real DXing. For 8Ore experienced DXers, it would have been better it SollY had
taken the aoney spent on the zone dial and used it for an LCD digital display accurate
to 1 kHz. '" continuously-tUDable (in other warda, Bordeaux-12o6 would show as 1206, not
108 1210 baubling to 1200).

An LED indicator sholl8 band selected on the ICFS51h this doesn't offer anything a
mechanical indication couldn't supplYI it just looks snazzier. A tuning light sche..
(again using LED's) surmounts the dW cursorl 2 green lil!;hte indicate weak sil!llal or
no sifD&l and 1 red lil!;ht indicates a signal of fair to excellent strength. It should
not be construed as au accurate centre-tune aeterl it WOftS solely on strength.
You can be tuned to the unreadable slop of a potent local and get & Dice steady red

LED indication. This tuning lil!;ht scheu is lea. accurate as a tuning aid than i.
the ear. AD LED string C5 or 80%'8 LEDs) ~ would be vastly preferable.
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IX. S\JCGES'lEn II>DIFICATIOIIS

The following i~ a."wish list" that is applicable to ALL RECEIVERS'!'ES'lED.

11>1)-11 LCDdi,-ital readout. A read-out accurate to 1 kHa. or better resolution
on All and to 0.1 11Hz.on F1I is the ultiaate tuning aid. When such a.
frequency display is co.bined with an accurate signal strength aeter,
perfect tuning aDd ilCCurate frequency aeasureaent are both possible, even
with statiOD8 oiiToddball" channels not conforming to any 9 kHz. multiple,
10 kHz. rotiple, nr 500kHz. multiple channelisa.tion plaa. (Exaaples of
such oddball freq. stations I BAllI Surinaa- 914, Bslize - 8)4.) LCD's are'
preferable to LED'. for the diE1t&l frequency display because their drain
on the batteries is much less.

II>D -21 Becord output "leA phono jack". Such an output would send all1io to tape
recording equipment , re~leas of whether listening was being done with
the speaker or with earphone/headphone. A switch could select "Hi@tl
rapeda.nce Out" for hoae recording equipment or "Low Impedance Out- for
the i!\;.ute of SO88 portable casaette reccrders.

11>1)-JI A well-desi@J1ed two-position selectivity switch offering a aupertipt
2.8 kHz. "serious !»Cing" filter and & 6 to 8 kHz. noraaJ.-listening
IF bandpass filter.

II>D-4, AD adaptlJr plug to allow the use of stereo headphones should be inclll1ed
with any top-grade portable radio. The earphones supplied with POrtable
radios are eo uncoafortable and have such wretched fidelity that anyone
who has been exposed to good all1io Soon se&1'Ches for a. better aethod of
private radio listening. &dio Shack ukes an adapter which baa & mini--
phone plug on the end to f'O to the radio's earphone-out jack and a jack
on the other end into which stereo headphones aay be plugecl for hi-fi
mono froayour portable, The adapter is 1Iad10 Shack cat. II 274-)61 aDd
should be included with better portablesl C06t 1s les8 than ~.
Adeq1O1tedrew t.ry .1oc~ntation. The ICFS511instruction paaphl.t wasted
a whole page on "how to attach the carrying strap", but nowhere was a
acheaatic of the circuit to be found: A ra4io intended for the hobbYist
aarket should include (1) aSChe_tic (2) a -roa.da&p" or Fe baud
coaponents-la.yout drawing and 0) a parts list as ainiau doc_nt&tlOll,
An alignllent procedure would alsobe valuable. The receiver should be
considered a coaponent which the ussr aay want to build into a larger
operating s)"Btea,

IIJI)- 51

II>D-6,
lAta pins for remote contzol " outputting of bite which activate heqll8nc1
readout, It ls 87 belief that a cons1l8r-equll88nt control buss acheae
sWlar to the "CPIB- or IEEE-488 syetea used in controlling of iutruente
In industry will soon be COUOD in first-class portable ra4i08, YBteur
radlo gear, SIIL/HVDXco8ll1lDicationa receivers, and ho88 audio equil88nt

(e. g. cassette decks). Such & clata.-buaa would allowa tiaer unit to
tum a ndio " linked tape deck oa " ort to neord _ic while you are
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work or (IXwhileyou're asleep.Furthenore. if a helle COL,putercould
be data-linked to a receiver's "frequency bits in" control pins, complicated
scanning, autoaated DXhunting, and parallel frequency routines could be
set into ..oHon. A stereo cassette deck could then be fed audio on one
channel 'w frequency/tiae/date JJ.ta pulses on the other channel, the
contents of ..bicb could be fla..shed onto the screen of a CRT t"n>inal as
the tape was being played back.

Sil!JlAl strength aeter, either aechanica.l or solid state.

1«);) -8: I,-out coax jack for oscllloccope-observation of s...baudible heterodynes,
o.nalnis of the 5pt'ctr,-1 cont..nt of stations received. etc.

X -FM PERFORKANct' Superadio VS. ICFSSW

The differences beheen the ICFS5Wand the CE Superadio with re~s to FM
reception ..ere slight. The ICFSSWreceh'ed stations OD 46 FIt channels with its FIt
whip fully extendedl the Superadio received statioM on 50 channels with a fully-
extended antenna.. The ICFSSWhad &ft IlI&ge at the bottoa of the dial troa 1o".<x5-
107.9 MHz. This was probably on 86.S MHz. (107.9 - (2 X 10.7 KIIz. IF».
It lIa.e not noted on the Superadiol this II&Yha.u been outeide ite loll-end tuning
range. Several stations received poorly on the ICFSSWwere pun a "fa.1r" rating
on the 5uperadio. So in the FIt sweepstakes. the IIOd gee. to the Superadio.
although not by . troiaeMoue IlU'giD.

It is up to the reader to wei@h the relative iaporlance ot each ot the above
criteda. also taking into account price. The Sony ICFSSWin clearly a wise choice
for thoBe looking for an A11/FMreceiver of siaila.r size and l\aying AK Llling capabilities
like the Realistic TIiJi'#12-6SS. no longer aa..rketed. It Call be inferred fro. recent
reviews of the current #12-6.56 TRY tha.t the ICFSSW's All perfoZ'll&llCe would easily
surpass tha.t of the::{resently-aa..rketed. Ibe ICFSSW's audio is va.etly superior ',0 that
of any of the Realistic TliJi"s ot recent vintage. The Sony surpasses the CE,Superadio
in aost considerations of iuediate interest to MIl DXers. The only torseeable problea
tha.t could be serious to so.. IC~'S5\1 uae.ns 1e the aedieere strong-ei@J1al handling
char..cteristic. This problea lIould aost obviously aaniteet itsel! in teras of spurious
responsee appea..ring IIhen the receiver is used in an urban area with aa.ny strong loca.ls.
The -transaitter alle,- area. in the N.J. llea.dowlands area. IIBst of 11811York CitYllould
provide thesite for a. real acid test of all of the receivers teeta<! above. Until
other DXers COM forth IIi th the results of such strong-eignal -stress-testing". using
difterent ICFSSW'SI ve cannot say lIith ..ssurance that the ICFSSWlIould have 1I0re
spurious responsee than the other radios tested. Overall. the ICFS5\1 is a. hot little
receiver in an attractive package at a fair price: it II&Ybe the TRF replacellent aafty
of us ha.ve been looking for. with FMcapability to boot in a such acre convenient size
than the GE Superadio. lIow. it they'd only include the schema.tic for the thing, lie
could get our ha.l'¥is inside & aodify this radio into & real UUn' Machine.

THESONYICF-S5W: A SECONDOPINION 4

by Bruce Portzer

A few weeks ago. Mark Cormelly pre88J'lted an excellent review of
Sony's newest DX machine. My own experiences in trying out one of
these radios we.. Jmj; .-.l1):e .ats. We did have a few different
opinions of this radio, however. So in order to give the DX community
as much information as possible on the subject. here are some of my
impressions of it.

This report will cover my personal experiences in test DXing
one of the ten "loaner" rCF-S5W receivers during the month of March.
1981. My use of the receiver included many hours of general
listening, comparisons with a General Electric "Superradio", two
"stock" Realistic TRFs (type 12-655). and a TRF modified by Radio
West with a Shotgun loop and transfil tersl plus tests of the J'adio' s
performance when cormected to various antermas. During the time r
had the receiver. I took it on a one week business trip to Ogden,
Utah, where I did a certain amount of DX listening.

This report is divided into three main sectionsl,l)General com-
ments and impressions of the receiver, 2) Comparisons with the
GE Superradio, unmodified TRF. and modified TRF, and 3) Suggestions
for improvement.

General Comments

Sensitivity was excellent. With no external anterma, ~t
received two New Zealand stations (2YC, 657 kHz. and lYZ. 819 kHz),
two Hawaiians (KORL-650 at room level. plus a weaker KIKI-830) ,
and XERPM-660 (Mexico City) here in Seattle. Those stations' were
in addition to the usual assortment of domestic clears (WCCO, WHAS.
WWL, WBAP. etc) and routinely heard west coast stations. I picked
up KGO. 810. San Francisco,once during the day. a ~ood feat on any
receiver.

While overall sensitivity was impressive. it could be improved
greatly by using an external anterma. as will be described later.

The receiver's high/low sensitivity switch was not particularly
useful. In fact. it was usually counterproductive. For example,
when listening to a station 10 kHz from a local. putting the switch
in the "low" position caused the DX station to disappear. leaving
the spatter from the local at least as strong as it was in the "high"
position. '

selecttrity was also very good. It wasto hear stat one 10 kHz from a local'station
than on the unmodified TRF or GE receivers.
examples in the "Comparisons" section.

Audio Quality was excellent. My DX was usually of hi-fi
quality.

The overall layout of controls. etc was ,enerally good. I liked
the location of the tuning knob. It is on the side of the set,
making it slightly easier to use than the more common front mounting.
I was not all that impressed with the type of "slider" controls used
for the volume and tone controls. but felt it was a minor problem.
The ICF-SSW has a strap for carrying. which I ~ikedbetterthan the
solidhandleon'theTRF and other radios. The radio has a tuning
indicator (of sorts), a red LED with a green LED on either side.
I found it better than nothing as an indicator of signal strength ---
but not by much. A meter or a series of 5 or more LEDs would have
been much more useful.

Dial calibration was good. The radio has markings every 100
kHz and their accuracy was very good. I seldom had a problem telling
what frequency I was tuned to (andwhen I was wrong I was usually
only off by 10 kHz). Frequency spacing was linear (i.e. the distance

between1500and 1600was aboutthe sameas thatbetween600 and 700
kHz). This made the dial a little easie~ to use than the more common
logarithmic spacing, where signals are scrunched closer together at
the upper end of the dial.

The receiver's zone dial. a rotating drum with call letters of
stations in ten different zones in the U.S.. was interesting, but I'm
not sure how useful it is, The feature is useful for travellers who
might not be familiar with the radio dial in the area they're visiting.
But I think there should be some indication. on the radio. of where

almost always easier
on the Sony receiver
I'll give some typical

XI -CONCLUSIOIIS
" A -Deporl Ca,rd- OD ths Four Receivers Tested

ICFS5W Stock TRY Modified TRY Superadio

Seoaitivlty B B B- C

Selecti vi ty/doaestics B B- 11.- C

- /toreiva eplite C B 11.- D

Spurious response rejection C B B A

Audio Quality B D D A

PertorlliLDCe II/External Aerial. C B A B

Ea.se ot Nulling B B B C

Dial Accuracy B C C B

Extra Features B D D C

FM Pertonance B If/A N/A A

Appea.ranc. A C C B

Portability A A A C

b. Coaaente
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these stations ar~ (aside from being in Zone X). For example, an
ICF-SSW owner (a non-DXer) from Chicago might be visiting Yellowstone
National Park and wondering what the weather will be like on the next
leg of his trip, let's say it's to the Grand Canyon by way of Salt Lake
City. The dial for Zone 7 gives him a choice of KOMO, KEX, KBOI, KSL,
KTWO, etc. Which one will most likely have a weather forecast for Salt
Lake City? For an active DXer, the answer is obvious, but for this
poor soul it isn't. Possibly the two-letter postal code for the
stations' state could be listed after the call letters (i.e. WWL-LA)
or the approximate locations of all the stations on the zone dial
could be shown on the map on the back of the radio. Locations (city
and state) of all ,stations are listed in the instruction book, but
most owners will probably throw the booklet into a drawer and forget
about it. As a final note, KARZ is incorrectly shown as KAR~ on both
the zone dial ~d in the instruction booklet.

Ima e Re ection (i.e. signals showing up 910 kHz below where they
should left much to be desired. On most radios I've used lately,
image rejection is not a problem. On the ICF-SSW, 11;was',a'major draw-
back. On 680 kHz, powerhouse KNBR (San Francisco) was rendered
unlistenable because of an image of local KZOK-1590. During the day,
normally easy to hear KARI-550 was wiped out by an image of KGAA-1460.
During my trip to Ogden, locals KJQN-1490 and KLO-14JO showed up on
580 and 520, respectively, with good signals.

Spurious SilZnal Rejection was very good"as far as mixing products
caused by strong local AM broadcasters is concerned. I didn't hear
any mixing products I couldn't hear on most other receivers here. But
the radio had quite a few signals (teletype and code mostly) leaking
through from shortwave. Here in Seattle, there were always about a
dozen of these annoying things at various locations on the dial. In
Ogden, I noticed only one or two during the entire week. It's likely
the shortwave signals were of local origin, since Seattle is much larger
than Ogden and is a major center of'military and maritime communications
to Alaska, the Pacific, etc. Whatever the cause, the shortwave signals
were annoying and a significant drawback to an otherwise fine DX
machine.

PM performance seemed good. The PM dial here (at my house) is
a MjungleM, with spurious signals from locals allover the dial of
any PM receiver (including this one). At the homes of two other DXers,
the situation was much better. Several stations in Bellingham (80
miles away) and Vancouver (110 miles) could be heard with good signals.
FM performance was jud~ed to be about equal to that of the G.E.
Superradio. .

Nulli~ was good when it came to choosing between two stations on
the same frequency. I could easily null out local KTAC-850 and hear
KOA-Denver at the same strength, with no KTAC interference. And with
a bit more difficulty, I could sometimes carefully position the radio
to null out SOn local KING and bring in XEPRS-Tijuana. AGC action on
the radio is apparently quite tight. Many times I could not null out
a strong station for direction finding purposes. And trying to null
splatter from a 10c&110 or 20 kUz away was almost hopeless.

Power reQuirements seem reasonable. The ICF-SSW only requires
three C-cells, compared to 4 C-cells for the TRF and six D-cells
for the Superradio. The AC adapter is less convenient than the
built-in line cords in the TRF and Superradio, but the inconvenience
is minor. An adapter for a 12 volt car battery is available as an
option --- a convenient feature not available on the other two sets.

The radio was used with four different external antennas. a 90
foot longwire, a "Space Magnet" ferrite loop, a four foot square box
loop, and an 1800 foot Bev~rage antenna.

The longwire boosted everything by about the same amount ---
locals, DX, images, shortwave feedthrough, and a few spurious signals
from AM broadcasters. A couple new spurious signals were noted with
the.longwire connected, but nothing particularly gross. A couple of
leg1timate DX stations were also heard using the longwire, which weren't
there when there was no external antenna. Overall performance with a
longwireantennawas judgedacceptable. '

The Space Magnet caused a bit of a problem at first. If the
ICF-SSW and the Space Magnet were too close together, the radio went
dead. The Space Magnet apparently crammed so much signal into the
radio that some of it radiated out of the radio and was picked up
by the antenna, setting up a feedback loop. Moving the two about four
feet apart eliminated the problem. Once the feedback problem was
eliminated, the radio worked very well" Images all but disappeared

and many more (legitimate)signals appeared. On 550, I could then
hear KARl (Blaine, WA) and KOAC (Corvallis, OR) during the day.
instead of a KGAA image. On 680, I could hear KOMW, Oroak, WA all day,
rather than KZOK audio. On 590, where before there had been a weak
carrier, I had KUGN (Eugene, OR) and KHQ (Spokane, WA). And the
shortwave feedthrough went away, too.

The radio also worked well with my four foot box loop. It didn't
matter whether I connected the antenna's lead-in to the receiver's,
antenna and ground terminals or simply held the set near the loop _n
performance was about the same. As with the Space Magnet, images and
shortwave garbage went away, and reception of most stations improved.

The crowning glory of my ICF-SSW experiences was DXing with it
on a Beverageantenna. Duringthe Utah trip,IRCAmemberBill J:iarDlS,
and I set up an 1800 footer pointing east-west a few miles outs1de
Provo, Utah. WNBC-660 was in at unbelieveable strength, Cubans on
640 and 600 cut through domestics quite easily, El Salvador-655 was
heard well. And midwest stations too numerous to mention put in
excellent signals. For some odd reason, signals were much stronger

when the Beverage lead-in was connected to the IZWound terminal!rather than the antenna terminal of the radio. hen the 10ngw1re
and the two loops were tried out back here in Seattle, it didn't
matter which wire was connected to which terminal.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER RECEIVERS

Realistic TRF (Model 12-655), unmodified
The Sony ICF-SSW was mu~h more selective than an off-the-shelf

TRF. 'KGY-1240 in Olympia (50 miles away) and KRPM-1450 in Puyallup
(40 miles away) could be easily heard next to strong locals KYAC-1250
and KGAA-1460 on the Sony. Using the TRF, KGY & KRPM were audible
only with the locals carefully nulled. Similar situations were noted
on other channels. During my visit to Ogden, KFTN-1400 and KEYY-1450
in Provo (70 miles away) ,were heard during lulls in the sp~atter from
local KLO-14)01 on previous trips to Ogden (with the TRF), I couldn't
hear KEYY & KFTN under any circumstances.

Sensitivity was also better on the ICF-SSW. When KGO-810 came
in on the Sony during the day, no trace of them could be found on
the TRF.

Nulling out interference was a little easier on the Sony, but
not by much. XEPRS (Tijuana) came in a bit better on the Sony when
co-channel KING (Seattle) was carefully nulled --- on the Sony, I
could null KING enough to have XEPRS dominating the channel, while
on the TRF the best I could do was have them mixing. It was easier
to null adjacent channel splatter on the TRF. But selectivity was
better on the Sony. and more than made up for the difference.

Dial readout was vastly superior on the Sony radio. The TRF is
a real basket case when it comes to telling which frequency I'm tuned
to. I usually can't even tell whether I'm listening to local KZAM-
1540 or local KZOK-1590 without waitini for an ID or tuning around
to get my bearinis (the stations have identical sounding album rock
formats). With the Sony radio. I 'always knew within 10 kHz of where
I was. As an added plus, the Sony's dial is marked every 100 kHz,
compared to every 200 kHz (above 800 kHz) on the TRF.

Audio quality was much better on the Sony. I hadn't realized
how mediocre the audio is on the TRF until I'd compared them side-
by side.

The TRF beats out the Sony radio in only one major respect.
It has no images or shortwave feedthrough. Apparently, the TRF has
a ~e~r'front end than the ICF-SSW.

5
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' ~Th8~n was modified with Transfilters for improved
i.f. selectivity. and with a MShotgun" 12M ferrite loop/tuning capaci-
tor.

- Sensitivity seemed to be just a tad ~etter on the Sony. We
tuned both portables, plus a Drake SPR-4 with 100 foot longwire to
657 kHz and listened to 2YC (Wellington, NZ) fade in and out.
Invariably, 2YC faded in first on the SPR-4 (to no one's surprise).
followed by the Sony a few seconds later, followed by the TRF about
two seconds after that. Weaker si~als, such as KIKI-8)O, seemed to
have a little less background noise on the Sony than on the TRF, but
there were no stations we could hear on one that weren't also audible
on the other. The Sony won in this c"telory, but not by much.
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Selectivity was also a little better on the Sony, but not by
enough to ~tter.in terms of listening to a signal next to a strong
local. In fact, the TRF's 12" loopstick produced vastly superior
nulls, making listening easier when a strong adjacent signal was
nulled out. For example, on 990 kHz, XECL was audible with heavy
KOMO-l000 splatter on both radios. When the radios were positioned
~o null out the KOMO splat, XECL was almost splatter-free on the
TRF, but had a moderate amount of splatter on the Sony.

The aforementioned comments on audio quality, dial readout, and
image/shortwave feedthrough rejection of an unmodified TRF, also
apply to the modified TRF. Overall, the Sony ICF-SSW and the modified
TRF are about equal in quality and price. It should probably be
mentioned, though, that Radio Shack has replaced the 12-655 TRF with
a not-as-good model 12-656. So a modified 12-656 might not perform
as well as thel'ICF-SSW.

General Electric "Superradio"

Selectivity was much better on the ICF-SSW than on the Superradio.
We could tune in KDWN-720(Las Vegas) on the ICF-S5W, with only a small
amount of splatter from KIRO-710 (a superlocal). On the Superradio,
KDWN was only listenable when the signal peaked --- otherwise it

varied from barely audibl~ to inaudible. We noticed the same
situation when we tuned 10 kHz from other local stations.

We were unable to make any conclusions regarding sensitivity.
The same stations were heard on both radios, except when adjacent channel
splatter wiped out a station on the Superradio.

Audio quality was better on the Superradio. This was no sur-
prise. The Superradio has a 5" speaker, compared with a )-incher on
the Sony, and has separate treble and bass controls, rather than a
single control.

The two were about equal in dial readout. The Superradio is
marked at only 200 kHz intervals at the upper end of the dial, but
the pointer isn't as "fat" as the one on the Sony and the tick marks
between marked frequencies seem a little easier to use for interpolation.
These differences seemed to make the preference a purely subjective
~tter.

Finally, the Sony radio is only about one-fourth as large as the
G.E. set, making it a heck-of-a-lot easier to lug around.

RECOMMENDATIONS FO!LIMPROVEMENT

1. ~ do something to reduce or eliminate the images and short-
wave feedthrough. Add a tuned r.f. stage in the set.s front end
(if there isn't one already) or improve the "Q" of whatever is
already there. The i~ges and shortwave signals went away when
I used the radio with my loop antennas, so an additional tuned
circuit ahead of the mixer stage seems to be all that's needed.

2. As suggested earlier, do something to relate the stations on the
rotating "zone dial" to their actual (ci1.y or state) location.
Change KARC to KARZ.

). Eliminate the sensitivity switch. It served to useful purpose
that I could find.

4. Use a meter orbetter LED display to show signal strength.
I would prefer a meter. It might 'also be used to test battery
quality, as is now done vn other consumer grade portable radios,
cassette recorders, etc.

5. Add an output jack for a tape recorder. It should have an audio
. - 'level of about lOOmV, independent of the volume control setting.
6. Add a dial light. Much of my listening on this radio was done

in bed, late at night. with the lights turned off. I had to tune
to a known station and "count channels" to tell where I was, and
even then I sometimes wasn.t sure if I was tuning up the dial or
down the dial. A dial light, controlled by a momentary-contact
switch would have eliminsted the problem.

In conclusion, the ICF-SSW is a very good portable, considering
it's modest (under $75) price tag. Sensitivity and selectivity are
at least as good as that of the popular TRF and Superradio. Some
shortwave signals may leak through, depending on your location, and
you may be bothered by images. However, a loop should help reduce
both problems. I sure hope they do something about them. Overall
it's an impressive radio for the price.

THE SONY ICF-S5W ANOTHER LOOK
6

Gerry Thomas

(with help from Charlie Barfield)

As manyof you know, Sonyrecently released a newAM/FMportable and, in an unpre-
cedented moveamongmanufacturers, has sought the help of DX'ers in the evaluation of
the radio. Having been selected as one of the ten "monitors," I've had the opportun-
ity to test the ICF-SSWfor the past few weeksand offer the following results and im-
pressions.

First of all, according to the letter accompanying the "loaner" ICF-SSW,the avail-
ability of the Sony is not limited to the NewYork City area; in fact, it was released
nationwide last fall and should be obtainable through any Sony dealer. As an interest~
ing aside, the ICF-SSWis, at the present time, the most popular Sony portable in Japan,
according to the letter.

Because Mark Connelly's superb review of the ICF-SSWcovered the radio in significant
detail, I submit this article as a supplementto Mark's and will limit my discussion to
points of difference between our impressions and to observations not made by Mark.

I would also like to remind the reader that the conditions under which Mark's and
my comparison tests were conducted differed in several important ways, not the least
of which was the fact that two different samples of the ICF-SSWprovided the results.
Equally important is the realization that the radios with which I compared the Sony
were all optimally aligned for MWDX'ing, whereas the ICF-SSWwas untouched, straight
out of the box.

The radios with which the Sony was compared were a modified (3 kHz muRata IF filter)
FRG-7with a four-foot passive box loop; an SPR-4(stock selectivity) with a 30-foot
longwire; a GeneralElectric Superadio;an unmodified Realistic TRF12-655; and an
unmodified Realistic TRF12-656.

PERFORMANCE

For the sensitivity and selectivity tests I used a modified "SIO" grading system of
the following description:

S (signal strength) I (adjacent channel
interference)

0 (overall reception
qual ity)

S. excellent (local-like)
4 = good

3 = fair

5 = totally free of splash
4 .weak, minor splash aud-

ible well under signal
3 = moderate splash but not

interfering with intel-
ligibility

2 . heavy interference (up
to 50%masking of sig-
nal)

1 = splash is intelligible
or signal is masked
over 50%of the time

0 = 100%masking of signal

5 = entertainment grade
4 = good, armchair lis-

tening quality
3 . easily readable but

not of a "5" or "4"
quality

2 = readable with effort2 = poor

1 = very weak/barely
detectab 1e

1 = marginally readable

0 =not detectable 0 = unreadable

Two types of reception tests were conducted over several sessionsn-a daytime domes-
tic DXtest and a night test of foreign split-frequency reception.

Daytimereception---

FRG-7 .lli.:i Superadi 0 TRF 12-655 TRF 12-656

WSUN-620(messy local 444 433 444 444 433 412
WHYMon 610)

WSB-7S0 242 343 343 343 232 121

WFLA-970(local WBOP- 444 433 444 434 434 333
9BO)

WABF-1220(local WNVY- 101 101 322 000 000 000
1230)

WLCY-1380 (WCOA-1370) 455 444 455 333 312 000

WZEP-1460 (WBSR-14S0) 322 100 222 100 000 000
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As can be seen, the Sony provided reception that was largely equal to or better than

any other receiver/antenna combination. Reception 01'11220 kHz is usually possible on
both the Superadio and TRF 12-655 but for several days running the reported ratings were
the norm. An especially impressive sensitivity showing by the Sony occurred at my place
of employment. I work in an underground ferroconcrete laboratory where reception on
the BCBis abysmal. In fact, the best showing of any portable I own has been the Super-
adio, which manages to pull in all of my local stations (and nothing more). I was more
than a little astonished when I put the Sony to this acid test and it not only provided
the best ever reception of my locals but also pulled in a number of stations over 200
miles distant---unheard of!

Of the portables then, the Sony I had was the best performer, with the Superadio
second, the TRF 12-655 thi rd, and the TRF 12-656 last.

Overall, I'd have to rate the TRF 12-655 the best (by a hair) of the portables for
foreign DXdespite its generally lower signal levels. The ICF-S5Wand Superadio were
not far behind and. in my opinion, essentially equal. I hasten to remind, however,
that my Superadio has been aligned for optimal foreign DX'ing; the Sony would have

"beat the pants off"of a stock Superadio.

OTHERCHARACTERISTICS AND OBSERVATIONS

~ious responses---he area where the ICF-S5Wreally fell down was in its handling of spurious re-
sponses and this, in my mind, seriously reduces its desirability. Significant images
were evident on 540, 570, 590, and 640 kHz in the RF "normal" attenuator position and
the band really came alive with images, mixing spurs, and harmonics when the attenua-
tor was placed in the circuit. In addition, CWand RTTYwas audible at night at a
few spots on the dial (even without an external antenna attached). Cross-modulation
was noted in only one instance (WHYM-610)and only on occasion. Also, pegging the
dial pointer at minimumfrequency (about 520 kHz) provided WWWQ-1430at a fair level.

As Mark noted in his review, the Superadio and TRF 12-655 are essentially free of
these problems (at least at our locations) although IF harmonics do show up on the
TRF 12-655 (on the TRF 12-656 too).

Incidentally, my Sony ICF-5900W(which is now in its third year of 40+ hours/week
duty at work---totally trouble-free) performs similarly to the ICF-S5Wwith respect to
spurious responses so this is apparently a desi9n problem. Additional front-end selec-
tivity (neither Sony is a "TRF" (as we know it)} would go a long way toward correcting
th is shortcomi ng.

Attenuator---
This RF gain control feature is operative only on the AMsection and can, I found,

be useful in some situations. One of its peculiarities, however, is that, for some
reason, inserting the attenuator into the circuit adds capacitance to the tuning sec-
tion. That is, if you are tuned to a weak station adjacent to, and higher in frequency
than, a strong local, switching in the attenuator can actually increase the presence
of the local (if the tuning isn't re-adjusted). Optimal reception in this kind of
situation, then, requires decreasing the capacitance by moving the dial pointer up
about 2-3 kHz. As Mark noted, a schematic would have helped explain this problem and
shed some light on the increase in spurs that occurs with the attenuator in-line.

Zone Dial---
-rrea1Ty like the Zone Dial idea, primarily because it is an excellent vehicle for

exposing casual listeners to BCBDX. Stations from all ten zones were audible here in
Pensacola but one of the stations listed for my zone is audible at night only on rare

occasions. This is WAPE-690whose night antenna pattern directs most of its power into
the At1antic---NRC's night pattern book would have been of use to Sony in creating the
zone lists. Another station listed for my zone is WKVM-810which has never been log-
ged here (in western Zone IV) with any receiver. Also, WBT-ll10 was positioned at
about 1170 kHz on the zone dial. Finally, Sony might consider mentioning in their
owner's manual that it is possible to hear stations outside of a listener's designated
zone (there's no station overlap between zone listings so the 50 kWclear channel sta-
tions appear only in their "home" zone).
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Although the monitors were not to remove the back of the ICF-S5W, I obtained permis-
sion from Mr. Jon Strom of Sony to examine the inside of the cabinet .and noted the
following.
Ferrite rod antenna---

The Sony's ferrite rod antenna is 6~" x 3/8" in size (slightly longer than the TRF
12-655's, but smaller than the Superadio's) and is not mounted horizontally but rather
at a slight (est. 20 degrees) angle. Conceivably, this could result in improved sky-
wave nulling though I did not carefully investigate this possibility. Also, instead
of using a few turns of wire around the ferrite rod with which to couple an external
antenna (as in the TRF's and Superadio), the Sony uses about 70 turns of litzt. This
tighter coupling provided, in my opinion, the largest external antenna signal "kick"
of any of the portables but, unfortunately, also exacerbated the spur and feedthrough
problems.

Ci~cuiWi---esp te the lack of mention of an integrated circuit in the ICF-S5W's brochure, IF
amplification is handled by an IC (there goes the emitter by-pass transfilter modifi-
cation). Somewhat surprisingly, audio section amplification is provided by discrete
components. It would seem that since most of the current draw in a radio circuit is
by the audio section, Sony would have used an IC for this function (and kept the dis-
crete components in the IF section, for our benefit), especially since the ICF-S5W
draws about twice as much current (40 IDA)as, for example, the Superadio. With this
current consumption and its three C-cells, the ICF-S5Wis not much of a match in the
battery life area for the Superadio (and its six D-cells). Speaking of battery life,
the ICF~5W's manual reports an expected life of 50 hours (mine dropped to under 1.4
VDCper cell after about 25 hours).

One thing about the circuitry that really disturbs me is the mounting of the printed
circuit boards. They are mounted etching side out with no access to the transformers.
So, unless you can find a right-angle alignment tool, removal of one of the circuit
boards is necessary if you intend.to align the Sony.

FM PERFORMANCE

And finally, a few words about the FMsection. Whereas Mark reported FMperformance
largely on par with the Superadio, my Sony performed very poorly in this mode. Sensi-
tivity was well below that of the Superadio but more significant was the presence of
my locals all over the dial. local WOWW-I07.3MHzappeared on no less that 13 spots
on the dial and WMEZ-94.1MHZshowed up on seven. Apparently my Sony's FMsection
needed some work, so I'm reserving judgment pending additional reviews.

CONCLUSIONS
Excellent sensitivity and selectivity in a classy, compact package make the ICF-S5W

an attractive choice in the DXportable field. It consistently gave the best reception
of distant domestic stations of any of the portables tested and provided creditable sig-
nals on the foreign splits. Its principal drawbacks included susceptibility to spur-
ious responses, relatively short battery life, and inconvenient circuit board placement.
The performance of the Sony ICF-S5Wshould appeal to a large number of DX'ers and the
unique Zone Dial will make it a collector's item in the future.

73' s---6T

,t

Split-freQuenc,y reception---

FRG-7 SPR-4 ICF-S5W Superadio TRF 12-655 lli...!£:. 656

TICAL-525 (Costa Rica) 353 353 353* 353 253 252

TIRN-575 (Costa Rica) 433 433 343 433 233 222

YSS-655 (El Salvador) 444 433 423 433 343 311

Radio Belize-834 454 454 444 433 354 323

HRIC-1255 (Honduras) 322 211 211 211 222 000

Cayman Islands-1555 354 333 322 322 232 211

*"Birdie" interfering with reception


